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We all know that word-of-mouth is Â¡Â§The World's Best Known Marketing SecretÂ¡Â¨. Since it can help the company
to retain the existing customers, attract new customers and build up the brand image of the company.

So does the chairman of Revlon. If you put your ear to the ground â€¦ you can know it too. Will you be a
leader in this movement or will you bring up the rear? To be in the forefront, you must redefine how you think
of marketing and how you implement it both professionally and personally. First, you need to identify what
you have to market both as an individual and as an organization. The chairman of Starbucks has identified the
Starbucks experience as the product: A twist from conventional thinking that you go to your market The
chairman of Revlon says Revlon sells hope. Do you see the clarity in that statement? Hope is a compelling
idea and the reason women buy make-up. We hope to look younger, older, thinner, or in some way different.
Before Revlon markets eye shadow, they market hope. The average buyer-prospect-client is besieged with
messages about products and services. How is one car, one attorney, one Realtor differentiated from another?
The more you are recognizable, the more you are differentiated, the more potential value you present to the
buyer. That is the reason marketing is crucial to you. Whatever profession or industry you are in. Does your
marketing have clarity? Is your marketing repetitive and do you have distinctive capabilities? Do you know
your niche? The smaller your market the more successful. Are you marketing a consistent message to a
consistent network? Marketing helps retain current clients and attain new ones. Current clients are retained
because they have a stronger sense of who you are and how you can help them. Marketing helps attain clients
because it increases your center of gravity. Do you use white space in your marketing pieces? Customers and
prospects are not interested in white space. Look at the success of Harry Potter! Are you selling the sizzle?
The old saying to sell the sizzle is just that-old. Marketing should entertain and amuse? Marketing should be
changed every few years? How long has the jolly green giant been green? Now your marketing knowledge is
up to speed, and you know what mistakes to avoid. Marketing is a mindset, not a division, a department or
person. Everyone in your organization needs to learn that mindset. Your mindset begins with your brand, the
promise of what you will deliver. Marketing can be seen and heard in everything you say, and everything you
do. It is difficult for a bank to differentiate. Is it convenience, higher money market rates, or loan eligibility
answered more quickly than the competition? The second best known secret is the product. The most valuable
product, service, or idea that you have to market is you! Because differentiation is low, customer delight
counts high! Your product or service rarely distinguishes you from your profession. What have you done
today to be valuable to your prospect or client? What have you done today to be remembered by your prospect
or client? The third marketing secret is my favorite. If you are like me, you grew up hearing about word of
mouth advertising. The best advertising is word of mouth-right? The good news is that word of mouth will
work. Word of mouth just works too slowly. For word of mouth to be successful in your lifetime you need two
things to happen simultaneously. You need to craft a consistent message that can be communicated to a
potentially fertile network of contacts. Now what can you do to speed up the process? Here are five more
secrets to market effectively: Volunteer to help with one event or non-profit at a time. Market yourself as an
expert in something-somewhere. There are so many small weekly papers in print or onlineâ€” find a way to be
perceived as an expert. Develop an effective, information rich talk that is delivered well and offer it to
chambers and other groups. Write a monthly e-newsletter. Start sending it to friends, customers, prospects. Get
permission, its called permission marketing. Send it out consistently at the same time every month. Billboards,
busses, cable commercials, movie theatre ads are more affordable than you think. Will this marketing
movement sweep you in its wake, or will you find the higher ground? Join the chairmen of Starbucks and
Revlon. Market the end result of your product or service:
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The World's Best Known Marketing Secret, by Dr. Ivan Misner and Mr. Mike Macedonio, lays out a coherent system with
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a clear way to measure its results. Given the results I have already received from this information, I almost wish my
competitors don't find this book.

3: The World's Best Known Marketing Secret by Misner, Ivan R. Book The Fast Free | eBay
This text discusses the importance of word-of-mouth advertising and offers advice on developing referral networks and
putting together a W-O-M marketing plan. To ask other readers questions about The World's Best Known Marketing
Secret, please sign up. Be the first to ask a question about The World.

4: World's Best Known Marketing Secret : Virginia Devine :
The first edition of my book The World's Best Known Marketing Secret, which details how to build business by referral,
was released back in and went on to become an international bestseller. I am excited to announce that the 4th edition of
the book was just published and my co-author Mike.
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From beginning to end, The World's Best Known Marketing Secret is a MUST READ. It outlines the only marketing
strategy in existence that is both highly economical and powerfully effective, no matter what business you're in or where
you live.".
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Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.
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The World's Best Known Marketing Secret; revealing the secret for helping their customers understand the compelling
benefits of using their products, ideas, or.
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"Many unsuccessful businesses hang out a shingle, buy some ads, and wait for the business to come streaming in. But
successful business people work hard at increasing their business by developing referrals. The longer an individual
participates in a business development network, the greater the.
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